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Classical Theory of Collision-Induced Absorytion in
Rare-Gas Mixtures
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Collision-induced far-infrared absorption has been observed experimentally in several rare-gas mixtures.
A theoretical calculation of these spectra is carried out using classical radiation theory to determine the
emission spectrum and converting to absorption via K.irchhoR's law. Using a simple empirical form to
describe the variation of the collision-induced dipole rn. oment with internuclear separation, and assuming
straight-line collision paths, an analytic expression is obtained for the spectrum which agrees well with the
experiments. Several elementary integrations allow us to compute analytically the correlation function,
relaxation time, static dielectric constant, and other invariants of the spectrum.
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1. INTRODUCTION

INFRARED absorption arising from collisions be-
.. tween dissimilar rare-gas atoms in highly com-
pressed mixtures of helium-neon, helium-argon, and
neon-argon was discovered by Kiss and Welsh. ' ' Since
this absorption monotonically increased with increasing
wavelength, it was clearly the short-wavelength wing
of an absorption band. The main band was observed in
the far-infrared region by Bosomworth and Gush' for
helium-argon and neon-argon mixtures, although they
failed to observe it for helium-neon mixtures.

This absorption was suggested as arising as a con-
sequence of the distortion of the electron distribution
during the collision between two atoms. If the atoms
are dissimilar, a net dipole moment will appear in the
pair which will last for the duration of the collision.
This mechanism accounts for the observed dependence
of the absorption upon the product of the densities of
the two components. It also suggests that the absorp-
tion band has a width of the order of the mean relative
velocity divided by the range of interaction. Since the
absorption is of the nonresonant variety, the absorption
maximum also is expected to be of this order. For
reasonable values of these parameters, their ratio
predicts an absorption peak in the far-infrared region.
These features of the spectrum are characteristic of the
translational absorption arising from collision-induced
dipole moments, and they also apply in the trans-
lational absorption arising from quadrupolar
interaction.

It is interesting to contrast collision-induced ab-
sorption with absorption in gases with permanent
dipole moments. In the latter case, the absorption
process goes on undisturbed except for collisions which
interrupt the absorption and emission of radiation.
This interruption broadens the energy levels of the
molecules and leads to spectral lines whose widths
depend on the pressure. In most of the line-shape
theories dealing with this process, it is assumed that

' Z. J. Kiss and H. L. Welsh, Phys. Rev. Letters 2, 166 (1959).' R. Heastie and D. H. Martin, Can. J. Phys. 40, 122 (1962).
3 D. R. Bosomworth and H. P. Gush, Can. J. Phys. 43, 729

(t965).

the duration of collision is negligible compared with
the mean time between collisions. On the other hand,
the duration of collision is the important time interval
in collision-induced absorption since there is clearly no
dipole moment and consequently no absorption when
the molecules are separated. It is the purpose of this
paper to develop a theory of such absorption in rare-gas
mixtures, and to make detailed comparisons of this
theory with experiment.

Some theoretical work on collision-induced absorp-
tion has already appeared. Poll and van Kranendonk4
have presented a theory for the integrated absorption,
relating it to the pair distribution function and to the
function which describes the variation of the dipole
moment of the colliding pair with internuclear sepa-
ration. Maryott and Birnbaum' have considered col-
lision-induced absorption in quadrupolar molecules
such as CO2, and were able to obtain an approximate
expression for the line shape for both resonant and
nonresonant transitions which could be evaluated by
doing one numerical integration. They only applied
their result to the microwave wing of the nonresonant
line, where an expression in closed form was obtained
which agreed well with experiment. Recently, Tani-
moto' has developed a line-shape theory for collision-
induced absorption in rare-gas mixtures. However, he
has adopted functional forms for the induced dipole
moment p(r) and the intermolecular potential which
lead to complex expressions which must be evaluated

by machine calculation. Furthermore, he unfortunately
based the evaluation of parameters in his expression by
comparison with the rather inaccurate data in the
high-frequency tail, and consequently his results cannot
be expected to be accurate for the region of the peak.

In the present work, the line-shape problem is
treated classically. A form for the induced dipole
moment is adopted which results in a rather simple
analytic expression for the absorption coefficient. From
this, it is easy to obtain several integrals such as the

4 J. D. Poll and J. van Kranendonk, Can. J. Phys. 39, 189
(1961).

5A. A. Maryott and G. Birnbaum, J. Chem. Phys. 36, 2026
(&962).'0. Taniinoto, Progr. Theoret. Phys. (Kyoto) 53, 585 (1.965).
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static dielectric constant and the absorption integrals
of Poll and van Kranendonk. 4 We also obtain the
correlation function and the relaxation time. The
parameters describing the variation of the dipole
moment with internuclear separation are obtained, for
He—Ar and Ne —Ar mixtures, by fitting the theoretical
expression to the experimental data at the peak of the
absorption. ' For He—Ar, the theoretical curve then
accurately fits the experimental data over the entire
spectrum. For Ne —Ar, the fit it not quite as good, the
theory predicting the high-frequency wing to be weaker
than the observations indicate. Nevertheless, the fit is
still good enough so that predictions of integral proper-
ties, i.e., static dielectric constant, relaxation time, etc.,
are quite satisfactory. For He-Ne, the dipole moment
parameters have been obtained from data on the high-
frequency wing of the absorption, ' since this is the only
data available. Our analysis indicates that the He—Ne
spectrum should be considerably weaker than that for
the other two gas pairs, in agreement with the
experiments. '

2. GENERAL RELATIONS

The starting point of our analysis is Kirchhoff's law, 7

which relates the absorption coefficient n(to) to the
power due to spontaneous emission per unit frequency
interval per unit volume of sample I(co) by

n(co) =I(co)/cu (co), (2.1)

where c is the velocity of light, and u(co) is the energy
density in the black-body radiation field. The latter is
given by Planck's law

average over power from various classes of collisions:

X(b,v)I(b, v,co)dMv, (2.4)

where eg, e~ are the number of molecules per unit
volume of the two colliding species, and m is the reduced
mass of a colliding pair. The emission intensity I(b,v, co)

can be obtained from classical electromagnetic theory.
By Fourier transformation of the Larmor power
formula, one has"

2o)4

where E(b,v) is the number of collisions per unit volume
per unit time for which the impact parameter is b and
the magnitude of the relative velocity is e. In writing
Eq. (2.4), we have already averaged over the orientation
of v and the orientation of the angular-momentum
vector. This is appropriate since the collision paths are
distributed isotropically, and KirchhoG's law, as stated
in Eq. (2.1), requires I(co) to be the power radiated
into the total solid angle 4x. We have also integrated
over the Boltzmann distribution of the center-of-mass
velocity V, assuming I to be independent of V. This is
justified since it can easily be shown that the center-
of-mass motion of a radiating atomic pair leads to
negligible Doppler broadening for thermal velocities.

The factor E(b,v) is known from the kinetic theory
of gases, ~ and is given by

f stz) ~ f2)'t
N (b,v) = 2srbrtgmrt( —

[ ]
—

)

v'
lkTj E~j

Xexp[—mv'/2k', (2.5)

u(co) =
~2 s( ceo/ esT s1j

(2.2) I(b,v, oo) = dt e'"'p(b v t)
3c 7i

(2.6)

or in the limit of low frequency by the Rayleigh-Jeans
law

u(co) ~ us(co) =co'kT/ '
sr. es (2.3)

In what follows we shall calculate I(co) by means of
classical electromagnetic theory. It has been observed,
for example by Van Vleck and Margenau, ' that
detailed balance between emission and absorption at
all frequencies occurs for classical oscillators provided
the radiation field has an energy distribution given by
the Rayleigh-Jeans law. Inasmuch as Kirchhoff's law
is merely a statement of detailed balancing between
emission and absorption, we anticipate that the
Rayleigh-Jeans form of the radiation law is appro-
priate for our calculation, despite the fact that hco/kT
is rot «1 over a good part of the experimental
spectra. ' '

The quantity I(co) can be written as a statistical

~ F. K. Richtmyer and E. H. Kennard, Introduction to Modern
Physics (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New York, 1949),
pp. 143, 283.' J.H. Van Vleck and H. Margenau, Phys. Rev. 76, 1211 (1949).

where It(b, v, t) is the electric dipole moment of the
colliding pair as a function of time for given b and v

values.

to denote the fact that the dipole moment depends upon
the separation of the nuclei r and

r=r(b, v, t), (3.2)

to specify the collision path, which is fixed by b and v

and is a functional of the interatomic potential.

e R. D. Present, Xirtetic Theory of Gases (McGraw-Hill Book
Company, Inc. , New York, 1958), p. 145."J.D. Jackson, Classical Electrodylaraics Qohn Wiley 8z Sons,
Inc. , New York, 1962), Chap. 14.

3. MODEL FOR THE DIPOLE MOMENT
AND POTENTIAL

By combining Eqs. (2.1) and (2.3)—(2.6), we have
an equation for the absorption spectrum, provided we
specify a form for the dipole moment, p(b, v, t). We write
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The interatomic potential for rare-gas atoms is not
well known. The subject has been well reviewed by
Abrahamson"" in his papers on Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
potential calculations. It is also possible to carry out
potential calculations based upon the Hartree-Pock
approximation, " and Nesbet and Matcha" recently
have done this for He—Xe. In the present work, we
neglect the potential and assume straight-line molecular
paths, i.e.

@=et, y= b, s=0. (3.3)

Although this is certainly not correct, particularly for
small b values, nevertheless it has two virtues. The erst
is that it leads to simple mathematics; in particular,
we do not have to compute trajectories, and the sub-
sequent derivation of the lineshape is easy; and second,
the comparison of the results of such a calculation with
experiment helps us to assess the importance of the
potential in Axing the line shape, i.e., helps us decide
whether or not line-shape measurements can be ex-
pected to yield useful information about the potential
function.

The dipole moment function Ir(r) of Eq. (3.1) is not
accessible by any experiment other than measurement
of far-infrared absorption (the effect of collision-
induced dipoles upon the static dielectric constant,
e.g., would be much too small to be observable). How-

ever, it may be calculated as part of the same Thomas-
Fermi, Thomas-Fermi-Dirac, " or Hartree-Pock com-
putations that yield the potential curve. The dipole
moments corresponding to the former calculations'2

apparently have not been published. As to the latter,
Xesbet and Matcha" have now computed the dipole
moment for He—Ne, and expect to do other pairs in
the near future. It is diKcult to place limits upon the
accuracy of such calculations, and we regard them as
having their greatest value in suggesting the functional
form of p(r) They h.ave found'4 that for the r values
of interest in line shape calculations, the dipole moment
can be represented by an exponential function p(r)
=ps exp( —pr). This form was used by Poll and van
Kranendonk4 and by Tanimotoe in their work on
collision-induced absorption, on the idea that the dipole
moment would be related to overlap matrix elements.

In the present calculation, we have not used an
exponential but instead have chosen a form which
leads to simple mathematics. A Gaussian function is
an obvious choice, but it must be modified for a reason
related to neglect of the interatomic potential and
hence straight-line collision paths. Thus, if one com-
bines Eq. (3.3) with any functional form for ir (r) which
does not go to zero as r ~ 0, then the Fourier trans-
formation of Eq. (2.6) leads to a spectrum whose

intensity does not go to zero as or —+ ~. BrieQ.y, the

idea is this: If we consider those collisions for which
b —+ 0, then at t=0 there is a very rapid change in the
x component of the dipole moment (a discontinuity in

the limit b=0) T. he Fourier transformation of this

jump gives rise to a constant term independent of co,

the statistical average of which does not vanish.
Because of this, any empirical function p, (r) used in

conjunction with straight-line collisions must go
smoothly to zero as r —+ 0 if it is to yield a sensible
spectrum. We also seek a functional form which de-
scribes the general characteristics of the physical dipole
function, i.e., one which has a short range.

The form we have chosen is

p, (r) =poVr exp( —V'r'), (3 4)

where y ' is the range of the dipole moment, and po
characterizes its strength. The factor &r may be looked
upon from another point of view: If one considers a
realistic potential, then its repulsive part prevents two
atoms from approaching too dose to one another, i.e.,
the distance of closest approach is of the order of the
range of the repulsive component of the potential. In
a manner of speaking, the potential function "shuts o6"
the dipole moment for very small r values. Similarly,
in Eq. (3.4), the factor yr "shuts off" the dipole moment
when r&y '. Thus, roughly speaking, the absence of a
repulsive potential has been corrected for in the form
used for p, (r). It may be noted that this also roughly
corresponds to choosing a dipole function whose range
is about equal to the range of the repulsive part of the
potential. Since both the dipole moment and the real
potential arise from overlap distortion eQects on the
electronic shells, it is not unreasonable that their
ranges should be similar.

p, gvz'~' oP

p, (b, v, rd) = — exp —y'b-
2y'v' 4y'n'

(4.1)

gob~'"
u. (b,e,~) = exp —y'P-

4~2p2
(4.2)

where now

1(b,t,~)=( ~'/ '~)(r '+r ') (4 )

After multiplying I(b,e,re) by X(b,v), Eq. (2.5), we

perform the elementary integration over b. We then
are left with two integrals over e, of the form

4. CALCULATION OF THE LINE SHAPE

With the model given in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) the
algebra is quite simple. We give it in outline. The
Fourier integral of Eq. (2.6) has two nonvanishing
components, which by elementary integration we 6nd
to be

A. A. Abrahamson, Phys. Rev. 130, 693 (1963).
~2 A. A. Abrahamson, Phys. Rev. 133, A990 (4964).
"R.K. Nesbet, J. Chem. Phys. 43, S30 (1965).
"R.K. Nesbet and R. V. Matcha (private communication).

me' co'

exp — — — dv,
2kT 2y'e'

(4.4)
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with n= —1 for the x component and m=1 for the y
component. The substitution u'=w in Eq. (4.4) then
leads to two integrals over zv which may be expressed
as modified Bessel functions of the second kind and de-
rivatives of such functions. "Finally, using the recurrence
relations for Bessel functions and their derivatives, '
we obtain an expression for 1(cp), which when sub-
stituted into Eq. (2.1) gives the absorption spectrum.
Using the Rayleigh-Jeans radiation law, Eq. (2.3), we
find
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HELIUM -ARGON MIXTURE 295'K

where

fepsz'ls~rlg ( 2
n(pp) =

(
x'Es(x),

12cps E~mkT
(4.5) 100 200 500 400

Wave Number (cm I)

500 600 700

rp ( et ) '~s 2z ca ( tri, ) 'ls

~&uTi ~ &uTi

Pro. 1. Absorption coeKcient for a helium-argon mixture at
(4 6) 295'K. Points are experimental data of Ref. 3; solid line is

theoretical curve based upon Eq. (4.5) and constants of Table I.

is a dimensionless frequency variable, and 0 is the
frequency in wave numbers. E2 is a modified Bessel
function of the second kind. "Using the x ~ 0 limiting
form for Es(x), it is easy to show that n(a&) cp' as
re —& 0 aS iS required by the faCt that n(ol) iS an eVen
function of frequency. Similarly, we can study the
high-frequency limit of rr(ce) by using the asymptotic
representation of Es(x). If we consider not n(ol), but
instead the initial-state-averaged transition proba-
bility

u(tp)
g (ol) —

I 1 e s(a/kT$ 1— —(4.7)

plotted by Bosomworth and Gush, ' then we easily find'

or m
g (ol) -cp'~' exp ——

kT
(4.8)

Thus, in the limit of high frequency, 1ng(pp) is linear in
co, in agreement with the experimental results. ' More
completely, using elementary representations or tables'6
of the function Es(x), we can easily compute the entire
spectrum.

'P W. Grobner and N. Hofreiter, Infegral&afef (Springer-Verlag,
Vienna, 1950), Vol. 2, p. 66.

"Handbook of Muthem(Jtical Factions, edited by M. Abramo-
witz and I. A. Stegun, (U. S. Department of Commerce, National
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C., 1964), Appl. Math. Ser.
55, pp. 376-9.

S. EVMrUATION OF po AND

To complete our calculations, we must specify
values for the parameters po and y. For He—Ar and
Ne —Ar, we have chosen these values such that the data
of Bosomworth and Gush is fitted at the peak of the
spectrum. For He—Ar, the experimental peak is rather
broad, but our fit indicates that it occurs at 180 cm '
and has a height of 7.46&(10 ~ cm—' amagat '. In Figs.
1 and 2, we plot our results for A(a)=n(o)(rl~ln) '
&( (1Vp/Vp)' (1Vp =Avogadro's number, Vp ——22413.6
cm'), which is the absorption coefficient normalized to

8.0
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NEON-ARGON MIXTURE 295'K

I 00 200 500
Wave Number (cm I)

400

Pre. 2. Absorption coeKcient for a neon-argon mixture at
295'K. Points are experimental data of Ref. 3; solid line is
theoretical curve based upon Eq. (4.5) and constants of Table I.

We see that for He—Ar, the agreement of our theory
with experiment is excellent over the entire frequency
range. For Ne —Ar, the agreement is excellent up to a
frequency of about 175 cm ', which is not quite twice

-IS-

-I9—

-20-b

C9

C

-21-

-220
IOO 200 500

Wave Number (cm')

400 500

FIG. 3. Initial-state-averaged transition probability for a
helium-argon mixture at 295'K. Points are experimental data
of Ref. 3; solid line is theoretical curve based upon Eqs. (4.5)
and (4."/) and constants of Table I,

standard partial densities following Bosomworth and
Gush. ' In Figs. 3 and 4, we plot our results for G(o)
=o '2 (a.)(1—exp( —hca/kT)) ', which is the nor-
malized initial-state-averaged transition probability
plotted by Bosomworth and Gush.
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F&G. 4. Initial-state-averaged transition probability for a neon-
argon mixture at 295'K. Points are.experimental data of Ref. 3;
solid line is theoretical curve based upon Eqs. (4.5) and (4.7) and
constants of Table I.

the frequency of the peak. Above this frequency, the
theory predicts weaker absorption than is observed,
e.g. , at 300 cm—' the predicted absorption is too low

by a factor of 2. This indicates that the simple model
we have used is not as suitable for Ne —Ar as for He—Ar.
The difference is probably due to the larger collision
diameter of the latter pair, which means that the
straight-line collision approximation is poorer for a
larger range of b values (0&b&b,„, say) for Ne —Ar.
It is just these small-6 collisions which can be shown to
contribute most strongly to the higher frequencies.

For He—Xe, Bosomworth and Gush did not observe
the spectrum, although Kiss and Welsh' did see its
high-frequency wing. We have used the latter data. It
was necessary to exercise some care in doing this,
inasmuch as there is a considerable discrepancy between
the data of Kiss and Welsh' below about 450 cm ' and
that of Bosomworth and Gush, as has been pointed out
by the latter authors. In addition, the data of Kiss and
Welsh above about 600 cm ', when replotted as a
lnG(o)-versus-o curve, does not appear to be an ex-
ponential extrapolation of their data below 600 cm '.
On the arbitrary assumption that the data above 600
cm ' is not valid because it lies in the deep wing of the
spectrum, where the absorption is weak, we have

limited ourselves to using only that part of their data
between 475 and 575 cm—'. After matching the slope
of lnG(o. )-versus-o to obtain y, we then adjusted ps to
the measured absorption at 525 cm '. Fig. 5 shows
A (o) as functions of o, as obtained from our calculations.
Our calculation indicates that the He—Ne spectrum has
an intensity at its peak which is about one-third of the
peak intensities of the other two mixtures. This ac-
counts roughly for the failure of Bosomworth and Gush
to observe it, although it is possible that more accurate
parameters would predict even weaker absorption. We
stress that these results are only rough, considering the
limited data upon which they are based. In Table I,
we give the parameter values obtained for the three
mixtures by the above procedures. In Fig. 6, using the
parameters obtained for He—Ar we show its spectrum
as a function of temperature, as predicted by Eq. (4.5).
The broadening and shift of the peak to higher fre-
quency with increasing T reAect primarily a corre-
sponding shift in the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity
distribution.

TABLE I. Dipole parameters for rare-gas mixtures.

Mixture

v (A-')
po (debyes)

1.920
0.121

He-Ar

1.357
0.166

¹Ar
1.446
0.223

spectrum. The first of these that we consider is the
Kramers-Kronig transform

2c "n((u)d&o
e'(0) —1=-

7/ p 6)
(6.1)

The evaluation of this integral with n(co) given by Eq.
(4.5) is elementary, 'r and we obtain

(6.2)

6. INTEGRALS OF THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

With the simple analytic form, Eq. (4.5), we can
easily evaluate several integrals of the absorption

6
CVI~

O

O
E 4-O

IE
EJ

l~

b 2-

HELlUM- NEON MIXTURE 295'K

()
S(co) = =-'sX'Es(X) .

(a [e' (0)—1)

This shape factor is normalized by

(6.3)

Combining Eqs. (4.5) and (6.2), we can write the shape
factor for the absorption:

JOO 200 300 400 500 600 700
Wave Number (encl)

FIG. 5. Absorption coefficient of a helium-neon mixture. Dashed
line is data of Ref. '1; solid line is theoretical curve based upon
Eq. (4.5) and constants of Table I. ~7 Reference 15, p. 197.

dQ)

s( )—=—.
(8 2

(6 4)
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the latter equation reads
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6'(0)—1=
3kT

air distribution function. . For our
t ) th ot t' 1 tobl, d 1(6 5) the integral is elementary,into Eq. p . )

obtain Eq . (6.2).
Next, we consider the in egr

(6.6)

~ ~

d b Poll an vand Kranendonk. 4 This integralconsider e y
also is elementary, and we o

7-
OJl~

D

E 6

IE

b
4

5 or nxnapo2 2

P2= (-2, 2r ' .
8 pic

(6.7)

Tax.z II. Absorption 1ntegrarais at 295'K.

Mixture

'(0)-1
tl& (sec ')
tls (cm ' sec ')

He-Ne

0.226X10 '
0.956X104
2.55X10

He-Ar

121X10 '
3.60X104
6.26X10

Ne-Ar

1.80X10 '
2.98 X104
2 88X10'

dp 2 2p,42rsn fans p

0 dr r3ssc

—2r2 Wer =1 and IJ, (r)=poyr exp( —y r, we
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e c
'
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(6.9)1=C
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'
co —1=C (0)—(o C (t) sin~tdt, (7.1)

e"(co) =co 4 (t) coscotdt.
0

(7 2)

helium-argon mixture at
(4.5) d o t

-' - b-.d'-p:n Kqvarious temperatures,

'
e values show againle II. Here the relative va ues

the wea n — e s ectrum as comparethe weakness of the He — e sp
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Hexpression in te

also is elementary, anEq. (4.5), this integral also is e
obtain
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Table I,las and the parameters of T
d P T}1 1.we have computed e'(0) —1, 1, an

onCt is end fi ed for a classicalThe correlation function (

(7.3)C(t) =C(M(0) M(t)),

resent a statistical average over
M is the macroscopicd;str;but;o, ,s equ, ,b u

' ',s „ey" m and isamome
function othe auto correlation

"R.Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 12, 5
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Using the relation between e"(a&) and n(~)

e ((e) = cQ(N)/co, '7.4)

and inverting the Fourier transform, Eq. (7.2), we
obtain

Pp 7l 'PsgÃg 2
4'(t) =

6y'kT m- p

x'Ks(x)

kT '~2

&(cos ytx dx, (7.5)

Pp 7l SgSgg
C (t) = — 1+

2y'kT 2

2~2 —5/27
(7.6)

The relaxation time is defined as

after substituting Eq. (4.5) for n(~). The integral in
Kq. (7.5) is elementary, "and we obtain

similar rare-gas atoms with the relaxation time for
collisions between molecules containing a quadrupole
moment. In the latter case, the relaxation time is given
by5, 20

3 b(2 m)"'
28 ~kT

(7.10)

if one assumes straight-line collision paths, where 5 is
the collision diameter and m is the reduced mass. A
determination of the relaxation time, not using Eq.
(7.10), but based upon the experimental data" for COs,
gives a complicated temperature dependence quite
different from Eq. (7.10), although both theories give
the same order of magnitude for ~ at room temperature,
namely about 2)&10 "sec.One sees that the relaxation
time for the rare-gas mixtures is less than this by a
factor of the order of 30, which is reasonable considering
the long range of the quadrupole held of CO2 as com-
pared to the "collision" field of the rare gases.

C (t)dt C (0). (7.7) 8. CONCLUSIONS

From Kqs. (7.6) and (7.7), an elementary integration
gives

in terms of which Eq. (7.6) becomes

2 —5/2

= Le'(0) —13 1+—
3T

(7.9)

TABLE III. Relaxation times at T=295'K.

Mixture

~ (10 '4 sec)

He-Ne

4.05

He-Ar

5.99

Ne—Ar

10.8

'9 I.S. Gradshteyn and I.M. Ryzhik, TuNes of Integrals, Series,
arsd I'rodncts (Academic Press Inc., New pork, 1965), 4th ed. ,
pp. 429, 749,

One sees from Eq. (7.9) that C (t)/Le'(0) —1] goes as
1—(10/9)(t/r)' for short times (t«r), but ultimately
falls off as (t/r) ' for long times (t))r). In view of the
excellent agreement between theory and experiment,
particularly for He—Ar, this result is an accurate
representation of the correlation function in the real
physical system. Numerically, with the parameters
derived above, the relaxation times are given in Table
III.

It is interesting to compare these results for the
relaxation time associated with collisions between dis-

A completely classical calculation based on a simple
physical picture has been made for the absorption
arising from collision-induced dipoles between dis-
similar rare-gas atoms. Perhaps the most serious
approximation in this calculation is that 4o((kT. How-
ever,

' as will be shown in a future paper, a quantum
derivation which does not make this approximation
gives results in close agreement with those obtained
here. Another approximation is the neglect of the
intermolecular potential, although the form adopted
for the induced dipole moment of the colliding pair in
essence corrects for this. The resulting mathematics is
straightforward and allows us to obtain simple analytic
equations for the absorption coefficient, relaxation time,
and several invariants of the absorption. A detailed
comparison of theory and experiment demonstrates
that the theory is able to account adequately for the
experimental results. This comparison provides a
determination of the parameters which describes the
variation of the dipole moment with internuclear
distance. The most serious discrepancy, which is still
not great, is in the high-frequency wing. It is expected
that some refinement in the theory, or perhaps im-
provement in the experimental accuracy, may remove
this diRerence. We have predicted how the absorption
should vary with temperature, and it would be inter-
esting to check this experimentally. Because of the
ability of the theory to describe the observed spectral
contours notwithstanding the crude way in which the
intermolecular force was handled, it is hard to escape
the conclusion that collision-induced absorption by
overlap interaction is rather insensitive to the details
of the intermolecular potential.

20 G. Birnbaum, H. B.Levine, and D. A. McQuarrie, J. Chem.
Phys. (to be published).


